for the owner to present to the banker and others advising the company. These advisors will look at the information to evaluate your future potential based on the accomplishments of the goals detailed in your strategic plan.

**When to plan**—Timing helps considerably in the financial success of your company. Most companies in the green industry need to start their strategic planning in the summer months (June to September) in order to have time to agree on all aspects of the plan. Once a strategic plan is developed, only selected components will require adjustment over the next five years.

Slowdown or acceleration in the realization of the plan, competitive changes, or other economic variables need to be reflected in the newly revised plan.

**How to budget**—It's tough to break a budget down into its component parts. Not all aspects of budget development can be prepared without first completing the marketing plan and the strategic plan.

Sales plans are detailed into sales per month, type of sale, pricing structure to be followed, number of customers anticipated to be sold, advertising to be undertaken, expected results of the various advertising efforts, and promotional money to be spent, including the results of their expenditure.

Once the sales plan is completed, you will need to develop an operating budget. (See list on preceding page.)

—The author is a principle in Wandtke & Associates, a management and marketing consulting firm based in Columbus, Ohio.

For more info, call (800) 966-3546

---

**The bright side of night mowing**

To keep golfers moving along the course during the day, one now-famous course has begun to mow at night. Here's how it's done.

- Coeur d'Alene Golf Course has implemented night mowing. It can work on golf courses and even on commercial contracting jobs.

Superintendent Dan Moore at Coeur d'Alene Golf Course in the tourist mecca of northern Idaho solved a difficult problem with a logical answer.

Question: How to schedule mowing so crews don't compete with the deluge of tourist-type golfers who frequent the course? Answer: mow at night.

Moore's first concern was lighting the course for trim work. It took two months of experimentation with various lights to find the best floods. Eventually, Moore and his crew devised a hardhat mounted with a high-powered floodlight that lights up to 20 feet. The same lights with a 21-pound battery are now mounted on all the self-propelled rotary mowers.

“Our guys get a real workout,” says Moore.

Similarly, it took considerable effort to find out Ford tractor lights worked best for night mowing because they throw a wide, even beam as well as use low amperes.

The maintenance scenario goes something like this: the last tee time is 4 p.m. to allow the maintenance crew to start mowing at 5:30 p.m. Two crews per hole start their carefully choreographed mowing rounds which manicure one-half of the 18-hole course each night.

Toro 223 mowers pull specially-designed carts with hydraulic lifts. This way, mowers can collect tons of clippings before they have to dump their loads.

The sprinklers, with their on-site weather station, fire into gear minutes after the mowers are finished.

The maintenance crew finishes well before the first golfers tee off in the morning.

The resort uses two Toro 223s to mow the bentgrass fairways, three Toro 216s and two 450-D five-gang mowers to groom the bluegrass roughs. The eight-member hand crew works with two Flymos, four regular rotary mowers and four Redmax reciprocating head trimmers to tend the greens, tees and 4.5 miles of concrete cart paths.

“The biggest hurdle is trying to manicure such massive acreage,” says director of golf Mike DeLong. One hundred-twenty of the 150 acres is neat as a formal garden.

“The message is that anything is possible, but it takes manpower and equipment.”

During the day, one crew keeps the cart paths clean. Another edges nine holes, while a third crew's sole function is to pluck petals off the 25,000 geraniums on the course and resort grounds.

In addition to the geraniums, the course has 46,000 petunias, 3,000 pansies, 25,000 junipers and thousands of Austrian pines. Geraniums are hand-watered with a flood nozzle to prevent blasting delicate petals off the plants.

“The owner (resort magnate Duane Hagadone) is striving to be the best, and wants the golf course to be just as good,” says DeLong.

—Leslee Jacquette

—The author is a freelance writer based in Edmonds, Wash.